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MAN DESTRX)YS'i

•

A series of programmeÿ about this planet and

hat people are doing to its

DEErN IS ÿ ,ÿADOhTS
ON Cÿ.ÿEP.&

I donÿt think xÿe can sustain current groÿh
tPendsmueh beyondÿ sayÿ the lives of
children xÿho are beÿ born todayÿ

PHILIPPE  DE  SEYNES
ON ' OAÿ'ÿPJÿ

RONAID NUTSCHER

DENNIS YÿOWS

i do believe myself that we need groÿ.ÿth and
we. need a lot of greyish because t,ÿoÿthirds
of huÿmnity llve in a condition of squalor
hich we ÿouldn0t ÿvant to remainÿ and it

is only through growth that they can
progressÿÿ

Over  h.aÿ  the ÿ.ÿorld's population is
poorly fed.  That is simply because they

• have groÿn beyond the capability of their
land area to support themÿ  1ÿe have serious
pollution problems in tlÿis country because
our population has grown past the limits of
our enviroumentÿs ability to absorb itÿ
'Je are at the limits of groÿth noÿ

The cornerstone of economic groÿth is the
groÿh in productivity or the more efficient
way in which ÿe do things.  Therefore, if
we seriously are talking about limiting
economic groÿh ÿ,ÿe'll have to do it ÿ.ÿth
a series of laÿ.ÿ end rules that so restrict
us that we ÿ,ÿould have created a nightmare
secietyÿ

TÿavÿIC
$ÿIÿ ÿÿ,



TOOLS

PABYÿCHI ÿDULTS

For each thing ÿ there is a proper size; an

optimum size to accom)ÿ!ish its purpose most

effectivelyÿ  Size is related to function°

Behavior is affected by sizeo
I

As a htmmn being groÿ:ÿsÿ he deve!opsÿo maÿs,ÿoÿ

gains tÿreater control over his funetionsÿoÿ

learns to perfect his abilitiesÿ  ÿ'Iter about

two decadesÿ hux,ÿan beings reach an end to groÿhÿ

sometimes in a most pleasing fashio1ÿ  ÿt

physical completion does not necessarily mean

an end to %he develoÿaent of abilities, and

skillsÿ knoÿledMe and matIArityo

Some groÿ,ÿh is unÿ.mÿtedÿ harmful and fearedo

Resumption of biolegical groÿth in a mature

indlvldual, groÿ%h that p.ÿceeds ÿ.ÿithout limit

is ÿvhat ÿe cÿll cancerÿ

CÿLLG The sizss of most cells are limitedo  In most

casesÿ the largeet cell is no mere than tÿenty

timeÿ bigger than the smallest cellÿ  The reason

is that as a cell groÿs its volume expands faster

thÿn its surfaceÿ

gu£Ticient nutrients no longer can be supplied

through the cell ÿ.ÿallsÿ ÿ and hence a lÿunit to

groÿhÿ
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MOUSE  ÿND  ELEPHANT There is a far greater rsnge in sizes among mammalÿ

an elephant is 125 thousand times larger than a

mouse.ÿ  Hut note the change in proportions that

the enlargement "denmnds ÿ the elephant ts huge

legsÿ necessary to support its bulk6

As height and ÿIght are increasedÿ legs must

become ever ÿdder ÿ until further groÿ.%h

becomes impracticalÿ

NIGHT SÿOf FÿIseÿ.hereÿ hoÿ,ÿeverÿ the limits to size oÿo the

limits to groÿ,ÿh.ÿ are not so clearÿ  The

cosmos reaches out some eleven or t,,ÿJelve billion

light yearsÿ but no one Imÿ if the universe is

expanding beyond these frontiers.  Yet how can

infinity have a limit?  Is there a limit to

knovÿledge, to enterprise, imaginationÿ creativity?

A limit to the greyish of love?  A limit to a

people's ÿ.ÿelfareÿoÿ to their escape from poverty?

A  ÿiONT/ÿGE  OF  SCENES  OF
AFFLUENCE  AND  ECONOMIC  NÿD

STILLS OF ÿ,LIDDLE AGESÿ
llÿAISSAÿCE

%ÿhen ÿe come to econonticsÿ there is no agreement

today ÿether there should be limits to groÿhÿ

Hoÿ have ÿ'e come to believe that biggest is bestÿ

that standard of living must rise forever

to be matched only by rising expectations?

Our presentÿday market system developed sloÿly,

beginning in the 13th centuryÿ  People in the

ddle Ages never thought in terms of advancing

themselves, of improving their standard of



COLUmbUS

Eÿ ÿLY  .ÿ)DUSTÿIÿIAL
REVOLO TION

llvingÿ:.of gain and acquiei%ion,  A farmer

tilled his. loÿdts land in exchange for food

for hisÿfamilyÿ  The nobleman regardedhie land

as the,iÿutable' family estatew  To be e%ÿeÿ

there ÿzere.a .feÿ adventurers such as Christopher

Columbus who exclaimedÿ "Gold is a ÿenderful

thingÿ ÿoever possesses it is master of
<

everything he desires6,,  The concepts of landÿ

labor and capital -ÿall for rent oF sale

e'ÿlved sloÿ*Jlyo The first explanation of this

ange new system came in 1776 ÿhen Scottish

pbilosepherAdsmSmith published THE WÿLTH OF

NATIONSÿ  ÿe wealthÿ to Smithÿ was not gold, but

goods consumed bypeople.

Even though aÿ merchant wanted to make unlimited

profits, Smith observed, he could not raise his

prices tooÿ high lest all his customers shop

elseÿhereÿ  If a ÿJorker demanded too high a

wage, he would go unemployed,  The chaotic

freedom of the capitalistÿsystem ÿas regulated "

by supply and demand, governed by an "invisible

hand" of self-interest and competition.,  Smith

noted the enoncous gains in production achieved

by division of labor and by eXpansion of markets

through reinvestment of capital.  He saw no

reason why such growth could not go on indefinitely.

•                      L



MALTHUS

POVERTY

FOUR  HORSEÿ.'ÿEN  OF
APOCALYPSE

Becauseÿ said ÿomas Plalthus, it vÿll be overÿ

helmed by human populatienÿ ÿhich groves faster

than the production of food and goods° The losers

in the race are eliminated by the mass killers

'overty, disease, famine, war ÿ the apocalyptic

horsemen curbing overpopulationÿ

LATE  INDUSTR!ÿL  REVOLUTION

MARX

CROhDS

In the 19th centuryÿ something occured ÿ.Jhich

neither the optimistic Smith nor the pessimistic

Malthus foresaw°  The unexpected products of the

Iÿ}.dustrial Revolution°  Dehumanizing things such

arÿ child labor and the factory systemo. ÿ but also

the capacity to produce food and goods at a

faster rate than population expandedo  Industrial

populations greÿ,ÿ to a greater extent than Falthus

would have thought possibleÿ  His forecast of

doom never came to passÿ

Karl Marx perceived in the capitalist system not

the collapae of population, but of the system

i%self which would fall because of its exploitation

of ?ÿorkersÿ  A neÿ proletarian class would seize

poÿ0ÿerÿ

Capitalism ÿould fall because it must alÿays keep

groÿing in order to maintain profits against

competition and rising wagesÿ  Ultimately, this

groEth resulted only in big businesses, monopoliesÿ

hich crushed Adam Smith's balancing force of

competitionÿ
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SOVIET. RUSSIAÿ

GERMANY AND ITALY .

PRESIDenT HOOVER

DEPÿJÿSSlON  FOOTAGE

BOÿR PLANT

MaÿiSt p#edÿ%ti6ns seÿmed to fit reality more

closely than %hose of Fÿithusÿ  In Russia and

later other states of Eastern Europeÿ capitalism

disappearedÿ in%o socialism®  In Germany and Italyÿ

itÿ became submerged in fasclsmÿ  And even in

countries wherÿ it prospered, the cycles of boom

and bust culminated in the Great Depression of the

193Ois.  In the United Statesÿ President Hoover

tried to ours the Depression ÿth the classic

prescription of Adam Smith ÿ leave the economy

alone and it will get betterÿ  Instead it got ÿ.ÿorseÿ

'ÿgland's JoPÿ Maynard Keynes explained ÿ..hat had

gÿne wrongs  Sluÿ.ps began when conditions discouraged

business investmentÿ  Retrenchment of business

meant unemployment and less consumptionÿ and thus

smaller productiono  The way out of this vial ous

cycle, Keynes said, ÿs through new investments

If business is not in a position to make such a

moVe, then government must "prime the pump" until

business once again can resume groÿinga  This

policy Was carried out by the Roosevelt

AdmirÿIstrationo  Nith the demands of World War

Two came, once againÿ a fuilÿblast economyÿ

MASS PRODUCTION Keynes sa%,ÿ that despite the periodic ups and

doÿmsÿ the'steady trend of capitÿiismÿas upwards®

If thisgrowSh continued for another three

generationsÿ he calculated, by the year 2030 the



APPLÿCES

ASTRONAUTS  ON  THE MOON

NATURE scÿs

LOCUSTS

economics of scarcity ÿould be conqueredÿ  For

the first time in historyÿ  there ÿould be plenty

for aÿ ' In the United States the annual Gross

National Product soared above one trillion dollarsÿ

affording Americans a standard of living and peaks

of accomplishment uudreamed of even a generation

earlierÿ  Economists believed they saw in steady

groÿ.ÿh the cure-all to the ageÿold ailmentÿ of

starvation, diseaseÿ ignorance and povertyÿ

Groÿfoh was the pÿsspoÿ to the good lifeÿ

Ecology stems from the same Greek ÿord aÿ economiÿsÿ

However, the tÿo sciences coexisted in complete

isolationÿ studying tÿo separate ÿorldooÿ Economiesÿ

the.human ÿorld, Eco!ogy, the science of nature.

EcolOgists observed that when a population of

virtually any llfe fol'm starÿ.s outÿ it groÿ.ÿs

slowlÿ at firstÿ. Growth accelerates until it

approaches the limits of supporting resources ÿ-

space, sÿuÿlight, foodÿ ÿaterÿ  Then the population

stops growing, and goes on in a "steady statÿ"

that is dynomic but does not get largerÿ  A

plague of locusts that groÿs beyond the available

resources simply destroys its supporting environment

and perishesÿ

COMPUTERS   , The separate and seemingly unrelated ÿorlds of

ecology and ecoÿcmles were bridged recently in

an unllkeÿy mÿnner ÿ by scientists using computers°



BOOK:
URBAN DYNm.IICS

BOOKÿ
THE.. LIIÿ.TS  TO  GROÿ,i,IÿH.

Me, nagement professor Jay Ferrester of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology had

started out by studying the dynamics of

industrialized systemsÿ  Then he turned to

investigate the behavior of another kind of

complex systemÿ a city ÿ ÿhat makes it grot,,ÿ

and decline, and stagnateÿ  At the prompting
\

of the Club of Romeÿ an international group of

leading industrialistsÿ scientistsÿ educatorsÿ

Forrester's co.outer mÿ,del ÿ.ÿ,s app!ied to the

worldÿ  The findÿongs gained ÿ,ÿ±de publicity in

the LIÿvÿTS TO GRG'ÿTH ÿ'itten by a team headed

by professor Dermis Meadoÿsÿ  The basic findings

of this Controversial book are that human

population and industrial groÿh ÿ.ÿll come to

a screeclÿng halt one ÿay or another t,,ÿithin the

next century ÿ just about the tÿue that economist

Keyues expected the economic millenium of plenty

for allÿ

LILY ÿD Ahÿ,ÿTION

The mechanism that would blast the dreÿns of

economistsÿ said Meadows and colleaguesÿ is

exponential groÿ.ÿhÿ Meadows gave an example of

the hard-to-foresee nature of this kind of gro?%hÿ

uppose you oÿn a pond on which a wÿter lily is

grot,&ngÿ  The plant doubles in size each day and

if alloÿ,yedtogrowÿ would cover the pond in30

daysÿ choking off all other lifeÿ  You do not
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becemÿ aware-of the danger until the lilies

cover half,the pondÿ  That happenÿ on the 29th

day ÿ you have one day to save your pondÿ

AUTO SAFETY FILM

CROÿ,!DS

The problem is that ÿ,.yhen a danger is peroeived

in a complex systemÿ it csn not be dealt with

iÿmÿediatelyo  Delay can be fatal as any driver

ell kÿqoÿsÿ  There is always delay betÿeen

perception of danger and the driverls reactionÿ

Then there is fuÿther delay before the car responds

to his eonmÿndÿ  The faster a welÿtÿle is goingÿ

the longer it teÿes to ohange dirÿ,otion or to

bring it to ÿ stopÿ

Similarlyÿ a population of hlÿan beings cannot

stop grevÿbng oventightÿ  It ÿ,ill keep growing

until the nÿmber of potential mothers begins to

dÿindleÿ

PEOPLE ÿ RESOURCES The world population is doub]ÿing every J5 years,

Consumption of iron and energy and industrial

output have been doubling about every 10 yearso

Unless this popu!ation and industiÿ.al groÿh is

brought ÿider controlÿ the I.iÿIÿTÿ studies shoÿ.ÿ

there ÿou]d be disaster by the midÿ21st century

from exhaustion of resoureesÿ pollution or Is, ok

of food,  After nearly two centuriesÿ i4althus

who had been buried so often ÿ ÿ,ms resurrected

The attackÿ on economists' belief in the utility

and necessity of growth provoked a spirited defenseÿ



FÿOUIÿOES United :Vations experts accused. THE Lÿ'ÿTS

TO GEÿ',:TH of underestimating the reserves of

coalÿ oil ÿnd naturÿ-i gas.  Neÿ,r ÿ-ÿnd better

methods of explorationÿ a U.Nÿ report said#

would reveÿlÿ as needs ariseÿ far greater deposits

particttlarly under the seasÿ  Fnerfÿ sources such

as oil shale and tar sands had been iÿoredo  Also#

ith inereasing teclmologyÿ energy tends to be

used more economically# foreshsÿlOÿng an end to

its exponential ÿoÿ.ÿhÿ  'Fne longer lives of

these nonÿreneÿ.ÿable energy reÿouÿes ,ÿ'ould give

tecllnology more time to tap such virtually

unlimited sources as solar, nuclear fusion# ÿ.nd

geothez, ml enerÿ

iIO ÿ PITS

POVERTY AREAS

IÿJA TEE

These United Nations experts also said that

the limitsÿ.toÿgroÿth people ,>ÿere badly ÿ&staken

in believing that other minerals ÿll be used up

in the nexZ centuryÿ  Neÿ.ÿ technologies ÿ-ÿill

enÿAbls us for the first time to loe;-ÿte hidden ore

deposits and to utilize lÿ,;er grade oresÿ

Only in the area of fresh ÿater resources do the

U.N. experts see a problem developing for ÿmnkind

in the decades imcediately ahead.

Finallyÿ most economists believe theft continued

economio groÿ.ÿth is essential in order to eradicate

orld povertyÿ  As the standard of living goes up#



greater pe entage of the popu tien receives

more benefitÿe Some 0£ these economists pointed

. to ÿuprovements that have begun to appear from

industrial investrÿlent in developing nationsÿ  ÿhe

director of the Africÿn Institute for I,ÿenomi¢

Development ÿmd Plÿnningÿ hoÿeverÿ has pointedÿ out

that such ferelgnÿvestment industry may be of

small domestic benefit, turning out ÿoods wanted in

developed eountriesÿ but useless in satisfying

native needsÿ

INTEÿCUT  ,RICHÿPOOR Groÿvthÿ says .|,'leado,ÿsÿ exaÿgerates the gap betÿeen

the haveÿ and the haveÿnotsÿ  Before the industrial

revolutionÿ there ÿ:ere no great discrepanci.es in

living standardsÿ  By 1850ÿ incomes in industrialized

nations ÿere tÿce as high ÿ.,s they ,:,ere 'in the rest

of the ,,..ÿorldÿ. A century later, the ratio  ÿas

10 to lÿ  By 1960, 15 to 1 ÿmd may reach 30 to 1

by the .turn of the eenturyo

Meadoÿm believes there !ÿould be a better chÿe

to narroÿ...ÿ the richÿpeor gap by removing the very

pressures generated by groÿ-ÿhÿ  'fine trouble is,

he says, the. idea of a noÿgrm.ÿh society is toe

novel, for economic traditionalistsÿ  Uhen iÿighÿ,ÿays

,become Jaÿuÿd, ÿ.,e build more highwaysÿ  . hen oil

.reserves are depletedÿ import oilÿ  If electric

po,,ÿer groÿ,ÿs shoÿtÿ build more plants ÿ_nd develop

nuclear peÿrÿ  People are hungryÿ buy fertilizer



<ÿand d@ÿelop'fastÿgroÿUg strains of ÿeatÿ  Butÿ

'    says ÿdÿ, there is another strateÿ 'Cut use

of autosÿÿ use less electrlc pÿwerÿ hÿve fÿer

ON GAIÿERA

STILIS OF STAI%5

ehildrenÿlimitgroÿth®

The expansionist ÿationaleÿ l leadÿ,s saysÿ is

based on a belief %hat man is so intelligent that

there really are no problems he Cannot solve if

he puts, his mind to themÿ  A surprising teeÿological

suggestion to bypass the limits to resourCe consumptioÿ

is offered by space selentlstso  At the ÿyden

Planetarium in Neÿ,ÿ York Cityÿ astronÿr Kenneth

Framkÿnÿ

Since 1935 nearly tÿ,,enty million people have
watched us simulate the tuÿiverseÿ  Nÿ,ÿ ÿe
have the universe available to us to controlÿ
so ih a sense for the first time ÿ

,ÿ we are going to have to use the moon in order

to bring some of it back here to the earths  Ne

are going to have to go to the moon to uÿe techniques

of mining that ÿ,e can't use here on the earth

because it ÿ,ÿII disturb our biosphere in a ÿy ÿe

donÿt ÿnt to doe  We are going to have to go into

space ÿth,manufacturing processes that we simply

cannot do here on the earth in order to provide

materials that ÿe need for our future that are

impossible to obtain in any other ÿ,ayÿ  Instead

• of disturbing our environment we can use the rest



of the solar systemÿ  U!tÿo, tely ÿ..Te ÿ,ÿill be able

to go out to the .ether planets to bring back

materials from them that ÿ:;e find that ÿ,ÿe need hereÿ

To go to the e ometsÿ to go to asteroidsÿ to bring

materials back that they have that ÿe ÿaight find

ourselves some day in short supplyÿ

e can do all this ÿ,hen %'.'e have a technology
to goÿ and tha.t technology is at hando

CITES

SHOPPING

Thus the tÿ.,To vimvs of our futureÿ  Yÿ the ÿords

o£ Meadoÿ,Js

"Technolÿ3ical optimists see only ÿIsing life

eÿectanoiesÿ nÿre comfortable livesÿ the adwmee

of human knoÿ..ÿledgeÿ and improved ÿ...ÿheat strainsÿ

lthuSians see only urban uglinessÿ destruction

of the land, extinct speciesÿ increasing gape

between rich and poor and rising populationsÿ

Just possibly there can be a resolution of this

double vision of the ÿ..ÿorldÿ  'i}ÿere is increasing

consensus that there ÿ limits to the greÿth of

hÿmn population,  Some economists are beginning

to include tlm quality of life in their calculations,

subtractinÿ,ÿ such nÿnuses as traffic jans and

pollution and assigning values to the unpaid ÿ,o rk

of houseÿ0ÿives and other such formerly ignored assetsÿ

I,iore ecoloÿists are getting interested in economics -

those slngulÿ.orly human activities that determine

hoÿ.r our species behavesÿ



th ecoloÿy,ÿ,nd economics derive fÿom the gÿeek

vÿd ÿs ÿmeÿninghouse or plÿ.ce to liveÿ  It

.,,ÿould seem thÿ,.5".both ecolotÿsts and econoÿis%ÿ

must come %0 shÿre a unified vieÿ.ÿ" of our homep

for obviouslyÿ it is only one ÿorldÿ

SUPE}% CLOÿ%ÿG
CÿDITS


